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Disabled Veterans - Specially Adapted Housing Benefits from the VA 
 

 

 

Did you know your VA loan benefits feature several options for disabled veterans with injuries or handicaps 

recognized by the Department of Veterans Affairs?  

Veterans who receive, or are eligible to receive VA compensation for these disabilities may also be entitled to 

VA loan benefits above and beyond those typically available for eligible VA loan applicants.   For example, 

qualifying disabled veterans are exempt from paying the VA loan funding fee. This exemption, which is not 

automatic and must be applied for, can save qualifying disabled VA borrowers thousands of dollars. 

Veterans who have VA-recognized, qualifying injuries or conditions may also be able to participate in VA 

“Specially adapted housing programs”, which include grants to modify homes whether newly purchased or in 

certain cases, already owned. 

 There are two ways to apply for these specially adapted housing benefits. Interested veterans should 

complete VA Form 26-4555, Veteran’s Application in Acquiring Specially Adapted Housing or Special Home 

Adaption Grant.   Contact your VA Regional Loan Center with jurisdiction over your area. You can find a list of 

the contact names, addresses and phone numbers for the Specially Adapted Housing Grant representative at 

these VA Regional Loan Centers.  

There is a second option to apply for VA Specially Adapted Housing Grants--you may also apply electronically 

on Department of Veterans Affairs official site. This application requires your personal data include name, 

address, phone number, and branch of service. 

Applicants should also be prepared to furnish a VA claim number if one is available, provide critical 

information such as the dates of your injuries, the nature of your disability and whether you’ve filed a claim 

for these grant benefits in the past. 

 At the end of the form, the Department of Veterans Affairs requires applicants to certify they understand the 

following statement: 

 “I am applying for assistance in acquiring specially adapted housing or special home adaptation grant because 

of the nature of my service-connected disability. I understand that there are medical and economic features 

yet to be considered before I am eligible for this benefit, and that I will be notified of the action taken on this 



application as soon as possible. I also understand that each is a one- time benefit and certify that I have not 

received either benefit, unless otherwise indicated above. ”  

 

 According to VA rules, specially adapted housing grants are a one-time benefit, but there are multiple 

programs; don’t assume that because you’ve applied for one you cannot apply for any other available VA 

grant program 
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